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INTRODUCING AND PRACTICING RESISTANCE TRAINING WITH
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE, AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
The fourth in a series of supplemental units designed to provide young people with
greater experience and knowledge of physical fitness; using the exercises, concepts
and principles of strength and conditioning.

INTERMEDIATE II presents 12 lessons which build on the resistance training
movements and positions taught in prior Strength and Conditioning for Youth
Units. These skills and concepts are intended for the ongoing education of youth
and others who have a background in resistance training; including previous
participation in strength training sessions and a basic understanding of strength
and conditioning programs. INTERMEDIATE II lessons will continue to increase the
physical challenges for students by introducing exercises that combine skills and
training implements, as well as variations in the type and amount of resistance
used. Ultimately, instruction of the INTERMEDIATE II lessons will lead students to
enhanced levels of physical conditioning and a greater ability to take control of their
own health and fitness.
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THE STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING FOR YOUTH PLAN
Purpose:
This strength and conditioning based fitness program is designed to address rapidly increasing problems related to lack
of physical fitness in our society’s youth. The physical education curriculum provides sequential units (years) of
instruction using concepts, principles, and exercises integral to resistance training, providing new and interesting
activities for students to perform. Consistent use of the skills and exercises in the units should help promote
improvements in physical health, but just as importantly, teaching the units will help educate participants about fitness.
Students are also provided opportunities to improve social and interaction skills due to the instructional format and peer
coaching situations. The ultimate goal of all lessons is to help students take ownership of their own health and fitness.

Rationale:
It is now well established that strength training is an appropriate and productive means of improving health for virtually
all segments of our adult population. According to research, resistance (strength) training has also proven to be an
effective method of improving the fitness of prepubescent and adolescent children, if use is controlled and supervised.
The design of this program, including the sequence and selection of teaching strength training exercises and concepts,
is based on research and practical experience. Potential benefits of resistance based exercise include:
• Stronger muscles
• Increased muscle mass
• Improved metabolism
• Reduce/heal injuries
• Improved joint stability
• Stronger bones
• Enhanced nervous system function
• Cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory improvements
• Controlled body fat percentage
• Improved proprioceptive skills (balance/body awareness)
• Increased self-esteem and confidence
• Increased self-discipline
• Improved social and listening skills

A number of respected research, medical and fitness organizations have published articles or statements that support
the teaching and use of strength training with young people. A few notable organizations include:
• National Strength and Conditioning Association
• American College of Sports Medicine
• Journal of Physician and Sports Medicine
• American Academy of Pediatrics
• American Orthopedic Society for Sports Medicine
• American Council of Exercise
• USA Weightlifting
• Mayo Clinic
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OVERVIEW OF THE PLAN
Strength and Conditioning For Youth consists of multiple levels of instruction. Levels are developed in
sequential units of teaching, each building on the previous group of lessons. With each successive unit,
exercises and concepts become more complex and difficult, thus continually challenging students to improve
their physical capabilities and knowledge of terminology. While units are designed to be introduced on a
yearly basis, teachers are provided flexibility to administer levels, and lessons, as they see fit. Strength and
Conditioning for Youth fitness includes the following teaching units:

I. Level One: BASIC I
a. Introduces essential movements and positions of resistance exercise, enhancing body awareness
b. Focus is on body weight exercises; limits use of implements
c. Exercises performed primarily in a single plane of motion
d. Consistently reinforces maintenance of proper body position (posture)
e. Establishes the habit of training with a partner and “spotting”

II. Level Two: BASIC II
a. Adds complexity and difficulty to basic exercises
b. Exercises performed in multiple planes of motion
c. Additional and increased use of implements
d. Solidifies and creates habits regarding basic positions and movements
e. Allows for greater peer coaching
f. Provides recognition of how exercises are related or categorized

III. Level Three: INTERMEDIATE I
a. Continues to build on the concepts of Basic I and II: exercises offer further challenges in skill
b. Introduces exercises that use multiple planes of motion; as well as exercises that “travel”
(cover distance while being completed)
c. Places greater demands on balance and stabilization; uses unstable surfaces of support
d. Increases resistance used during exercise
e. Makes full use of implements
f. Introduces sequence or combination of exercises for a specific training purpose

IV. Level Four: INTERMEDIATE II
a. Continues to increase challenges in balance, stability and resistance
b. Makes greater use of “combination” and “complex” exercises
c. Explains placement of exercises in workout patterns such as circuits and stations of training
d. Students are given greater responsibility for their own, and their partner’s, exercise performance
e. Introduces single joint exercises

V. Level Five: ADVANCED I
a. Focuses on the use of free weight resistance (bars, plates, dumbbells, etc.)
b. Lessons are designed around sequential introduction and instruction of free weight exercises
including technique, spotting, and weight room etiquette
c. Concepts of program design explained; students develop foundational knowledge necessary to
design a personal resistance training program
2
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PROGRAM GOALS
• Adhere to established training theory/methodology
• Practice exercises, movements, positions that are common to, and widely accepted in, strength training
• Teach students usable, lifelong fitness skills and concepts
• Remain teacher/instructor friendly: easy to understand and use
• Allow for adaptability in presentation and implementation
• Utilize space and time efficiently
• Be cost effective; does not strain the budget
• Make safety of students a priority
• Produce results; actually improve fitness levels
• Reinforce and practice social and group dynamic skills (skills include listening, following directions,
making purposeful observations, providing feedback and working with a partner or in a group)
• Encourage and enable students to take ownership of their personal fitness improvements

All the exercises and skills chosen for the Strength and Conditioning for Youth units:
• train the core (trunk) of the body
• demand use of kinesthetic/proprioceptive skills
• improve stationary and movement balance
• benefit and improve joint stability
• improve functional strength
• have application to daily activities
• increase resistance (load) and challenge the body to respond
• are sequential; they build on previous INTERMEDIATE II lessons and skills learned in
BASIC I, BASIC II and INTERMEDIATE I units.
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Exercise Continuum for all Units of the Elementary and Middle School Curriculum
LESSON #
AND
EMPHASIS OF
TRAINING

BASIC I

BASIC II

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE II

- Introduces basic
positions and
movements
- Creates enhanced
awareness of
movement
- Develops foundation
for adding resistance

- Builds on basic
exercises and
positions
- Adds complexity and
difficulty to
movements
- Increases use of
implements

- Exercises become
more challenging
- Increased use of
resistance; full use of
implements
- Greater demands for
balance and stability
- Multiple planes of
motion
- Combines movements

- Full use of implements
and resistance; combines
implements and increases loads
- Introduces single joint exercises
- Uses complex and combination
exercises
- **Challenge Exercise** added
to each lesson

LESSON 1:
Core

Base Exercise Positions
Key the Core

Romanian Dead Lift
(RDL) Position
Stability Ball Squat
(holding; wall)

Stiff Legged Dead Lift
1-leg Super-person

Reverse Back Extension
1-leg Dead Lift
**Body Bar and Reverse Body
Bar on Stability Ball**

LESSON 2:
Lower Body

Squat

Back Squat (with bar)
Overhead Squat
(with bar)

Squat with Medicine
Ball Movements (turn;
twist; press)
Front Squat with Bar

Walking Lunge with medicine ball
movements; Lunge and medicine
ball reach; Walking Lateral Lunge
**Box Single Leg Squat**

LESSON 3:
Upper Body
Extension

Push-up (eccentric;
walking in position)

Push Press
Chest Press (with elastic
tube; seated; standing)

Push-up variations
(close-hand medicine ball;
feet elevated) Dips (with
chair, box or bench)

Push-up with turn; Push-up walking
over medicine ball
**Push-up with hands on medicine
ball and feet on stability ball**

LESSON 4:
Core

Body Bar
Arm Bar

Crunch Variations
(speed; iso-hold; on
stability ball; legs elevated)
Medicine Ball
Movements
(turn; twist; chop; press;
8’s; standing or seated)

Sit-up (anchored; on
stability ball: w/turn, twist,
press)
Bicycle Crunch
Crunch: with turn;
with medicine ball

Sit-up with medicine ball toss
Seated Floor Rotation
Toss and Catch
V-Up
**Bicycle on Stability Ball**

LESSON 5:
Lower Body

Lunge

Lunge variations
(walking; lateral)

Stationary Lateral
Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Step-up to Reverse Lunge
Squat to Lateral Lunge
1-leg Alternating Iso-hold
**1-leg Squat with rear foot on
stability ball**

LESSON 6:
Upper Body
Flexion

Pull-up
Elastic Pull-down
Upright Row

Pull-up Variations (grip
narrow underhand;
alternating)
Seated/Standing Row
(with elastic tube)

Low Bar Row
Shrug
Upright Row
(with elastic tube)

Bent Row (with bar or elastic tube)
Pullover on stability ball (with bar)
**Pull-up with towel; rope**

LESSON 7:
Core

Crunch (abdominal curl)
4-point Super-person

Reverse Body Bar (bent
knee; feet elevated)
Prone Super-person
(arms forward; back)

Reverse Body Bar
variations (1-leg;
walking) Back Extension
on stability ball
Super Person on
stability ball

Medicine Ball Bend/Row/Reach
Squat to Overhead Press
Stationary Lunge to Press
**1-Leg 3-Touch **

LESSON 8:
Upper Body

Overhead Press

Push-up Variations
(hand placement wide;
narrow; on medicine balls
and stability ball)

Seated Overhead Press
Supine Chest Press
(with bar or elastic tube;
on box or stability ball)

Single Joint Exercises Group 1:
Front Shoulder Raise
Lateral Shoulder Raise
Standing Leg Curl

LESSON 9:
Lower Body

Step-up

Step-up Variations
(front; alternating)
Split Squat

Lunge with Medicine
Ball movements
(turn; twist; chop; press)
1-Leg Squat (on box;
on floor)

Single Joint Exercises Group 2:
Biceps Curl
Triceps Extension
Calf Raise

LESSON 10:
Plyometric

2-foot Jump and Land
Hops over a Mark

Squat Jump
Lateral and Front/Back
Hops (over implement)

Progressive Jumps
(over rope)
Box Jump Ups
Split Squat Jumps

Speed Step-ups
1-Foot Hops over mark or implement
**1-leg Jumps**
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Concepts and terms accompanying all of the Elementary and Middle School Curriculum
Lesson #

BASIC I
Introduces basic
concepts and terms of
fitness, exercise and
resistance training.

BASIC II
Develops vocabulary of
fitness and fitness
programs.

INTERMEDIATE I
Explains the principles
of Periodization
(designing a training
program).

INTERMEDIATE II
Reviews and elaborates on
previously learned concepts.
Introduces advanced concepts
of fitness.

Lesson 1:

Fitness
Exercise

Training Program

Periodization

Review:
Intro:

Fitness
Resistance Training
Core Anatomy

Lesson 2:

Training
Squat

Strength

Training Principle 1:
Consistency

Review:
Intro:

Flexion; Extension
Neutral; Lower Body
Simple Anatomy

Lesson 3:

Core

Speed

Training Principle 2:
Intensity

Review:
Intro:

Sets; Reps
Upper Body Simple
Anatomy

Lesson 4:

Session

Power

Training Principle 3:
Recovery

Review:
Intro:

Volume; Intensity
Overload

Lesson 5:

Lower Body
Lunge

Endurance

Training Principle 4:
Variation

Review:
Intro:

Frequency; Load;
Training Program
Training Cycle
Strength; Endurance
Complex Exercise

Explains common
terminology of strength
training.

Lesson 6:

Upper Body

Volume

Training Principle 5:
Individualization

Review:
Intro:

Lesson 7:

Flexion

Intensity
Load

Muscular
Neural

Review: Periodization
Introduce: Combination
Exercise

Lesson 8:

Extension

Frequency

Neuromuscular

Review: Training Principlesconsistency, intensity, recovery
Intro:
Single Joint Exercise

Lesson 9:

Repetition

Stabilization
Balance

Joint

Review: Training Principlesvariation, individualization
Intro:
Multi-joint Exercise

Lesson 10:

Set

Plyometric
Hops
Jumps

Range of Motion (ROM)

Review:

Speed; Power,
Plyometric

Lesson 11:

Intro:

Interval Training
Circuit Training

Lesson 12:

Intro:

Station
Station Circuit Training
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OVERVIEW OF INTERMEDIATE II
Rational:
Youth in our society are experiencing serious problems regarding health and physical well-being. Resistance training has
proven to be an effective and safe method of improving fitness in prepubescent children, adolescents, and young adults when
used in controlled and supervised situations. Resistance training can provide unique, interesting exercises or activities to use in
physical education classes or other health programs for youth.

Purpose:
This unit continues the process of improving general fitness in students while educating them about fitness. INTERMEDIATE II
presents a culmination of skills and movements used in prior Strength and Conditioning for Youth units. Lessons in the unit
are designed to present new exercises with various levels of difficulty, and challenge students to improve skills through
practice. Upon completion of the units, participants should be ready to take an active role in the design of their personal and
specific resistance programs. As in the previous units, development of social and peer interaction skills continues to be an
important component of INTERMEDIATE II.

Design:
The program uses philosophies, language and exercises of strength (resistance) training as the basis for improving fitness and
related knowledge. It is strongly suggested that students have experience in resistance exercise and understand basic concepts
of training before participating in this unit. All activities in INTERMEDIATE II are extensions of skills taught in previous units.
Exercises are based on fundamentally sound principles of training, are age appropriate and will be safe if the experience and
background of students is sufficient. Additional training terms/concepts will be introduced while others are reviewed and more
fully developed. It is suggested that students continue to work as partners or in training groups, acting as coaches and
providing support for each other. The unit includes numerous examples of strength programs for use during the year and
record keeping templates for instructors.

Format:
As in the prior units, each INTERMEDIATE II lesson contains a group of resistance exercises designed to continue the process
of improving fitness. The exercises of each lesson are accompanied by a fitness term or concept. Introduction and repetition of
the terms/concepts during subsequent lessons will help ensure students are improving their overall knowledge of fitness. It is
recommended that INTERMEDIATE II be used after instruction of the BASIC units, and INTERMEDIATE I. The skills taught in
this level are related to, and depend on knowledge of previously introduced and practiced exercises.
The suggested format gives instructors flexibility to construct the daily lesson as best fits their situation regarding time,
equipment, class make-up, and available facility. Individual lessons are not intended to fill an entire class period. Rather,
instructors are encouraged to adjust the lessons as necessary to fit their particular situation.
Following the teaching of the fourth unit, teachers and students will have an extensive menu of exercises to choose from when
designing specific programs. This should ensure great variety in activities during training sessions, therefore increasing
benefits from programs. Suggestions for continued, yearlong use include:
• As one element of a larger unit on fitness
• Prior to or after teaching another unit or skill
• Used in combinations to create one extended period focusing on strength and conditioning related activities
• As part of a dynamic warm-up before a lesson
• Inserted in daily or weekly plans as a strength based fitness lesson regularly throughout the year.
• As a “rainy day”, or emergency fill-in, lesson
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DAILY PLANS
Daily Plan for Teaching INTERMEDIATE II Strength and Conditioning For Youth
The INTERMEDIATE II Strength and Conditioning Fitness program provides teaching components designed for students
who have been introduced to the fundamental language, movements, and positions of resistance training in previous
Strength and Conditioning for Youth units. INTERMEDIATE II is composed of 12 individual lessons. Each lesson
introduces a new fitness term or concept, and new exercises that build on previously learned skills. Lessons are not
intended to take an entire class period. Generally, an individual session will need approximately 15-20 minutes of
instructional time for those new to the program; with familiarity, time should be reduced to 10-15 minutes per lesson. All
INTERMEDIATE II lessons follow this format:
1. Introduce the Fitness Terms of the Day. Recall of terms from BASIC I, BASIC II and INTERMEDIATE I lessons.
Discuss the new concepts and explain relationship to previous training terms. Indicate how this information relates to
the upcoming session of training.
2. General Warm-up. Use normal warm-up routine to prepare students for activity. (Elevate heart/respiration rate,
increase body temperature; ‘break a sweat’.)
3. Review Previous Strength and Conditioning Exercises. Students may practice foundational skills necessary
for today’s lesson, including exercises from previous units or the most recently introduced exercises of INTERMEDIATE
II. Reminder: It is important to have more than one day of instruction on each exercise. Repeat the coaching keys for
primary review exercises often.
(A dynamic warm-up that includes skills already learned is a good option for regular review and practice of skills
taught. See Program Examples for suggestions)
4. Introduce New Exercises of the Day. Demonstrate exercises, explain coaching keys and discuss training purpose
of each. Have students work with a partner to practice the skills while providing feedback to each other.
5. Use the Exercises. Have the students use the newly introduced exercises separately or as part of a
Training Program. (See program models in lessons 11 and 12 for suggestions.)
6. Challenge Exercise. Lessons include an exercise(s) designed to present a special challenge to participants.
The exercise(s) is not intended for all students; it may serve as an additional or motivational activity.
7. Move on to next planned activity or Fitness Exercise of the Day.
Instructors:
The lessons are designed to be flexible. Adjust or alter as best suits the specific circumstance or purpose.
As with any skill, consistency and repetition in use of exercises is necessary to improve physical fitness.
For each lesson, sets and repetitions of new exercises are suggested; however prescription of training
may be altered or adjusted as necessary or desired by instructors.
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CONCEPTS AND EXERCISES
Review of Terms and Exercises from BASIC I, BASIC II and INTERMEDIATE I; Introduction of Advanced Concepts
and New Exercise Variations.
Indicates challenge exercise for the lesson.
I.

Lesson 1- Exercises Emphasize Base Position and Core Stability; focusing on lower back,
gluteus, and hamstring muscle groups
A. Concepts
1) Review: Fitness, Tempo, Spotting
2) Advanced: Resistance Training, Core Anatomy
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Base positions; Key Core; Arm and
Body Bars; RDL; Stiff Legged Dead Lift; Medicine Ball Movements
2) New Exercises: Reverse Back Extension on Stability Ball
1-Leg Deadlift
Body Bar and Reverse Body Bar on Stability Ball

II.

Lesson 2- Exercises Emphasize Lower Body Exercises (I); focusing on lunge movements
A. Concepts
1) Review: Extension, Flexion, Iso-hold
2) Advanced: Neutral, Lower Body Anatomy
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Lunge; Lateral Lunge; Walking Lunge; Reverse Lunge;
Stationary Lateral Lunge
2) New Exercises: Walking Lunge with Medicine Ball movements
Lunge with Medicine Ball Reach
Walking Lateral Lunge
1-Leg Squat on Box

III.

Lesson 3- Exercises Emphasize Upper Body Extension Exercises; focusing on push-up
movements
A. Concepts
1) Review: Sets, Repetitions
2) Intro: Upper Body Anatomy
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Push-up (and variations); Overhead Press;
Chest and Shoulder Presses using elastic tubes; Dips
2) New Exercises: Push-up and Turn
Walking Push-up over Medicine Ball
Push-up with hands on Medicine Ball and feet on Stability Ball

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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CONCEPTS AND EXERCISES - CONT.
IV.

Lesson 4- Exercises Emphasize Core Movement; focusing on use of medicine balls in
multiple planes of movement
A. Concepts
1) Review: Volume, Intensity, Load
2) Intro: Overload
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Medicine Ball Movements (turn, twist, press, chop,
8’s); Crunch and variations (feet elevated, with turn, twist, medicine ball press); Sit-up;
Bicycle Crunch
2) New Exercises: Crunch Medicine Ball Toss and Catch,
Medicine Ball Seated Floor Rotations,
V-up
Stability Ball Bicycle

V.

Lesson 5- Exercises Emphasize Lower Body Exercises (II); focusing on squatting and
related single leg movements
A. Concepts
1) Review: Frequency, Training, Training Program
2) Intro: Training Cycle
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Squat (Bar and Overhead); Step-up;
1-Leg Squat; Split Squat
2) New Exercises: Step-up to Rear Lunge
Squat to Side Lunge
1-Leg Alternating Iso-Hold
1-Leg Squat with rear foot on Stability Ball

VI.

Lesson 6- Exercises Emphasize Upper Body Flexion; focusing on balance and
stabilization involving movements using implements
A. Concepts
1) Review: Strength. Endurance
2) Intro: Complex Exercise
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Pull-up (and variations in grip); Upright Row using
bar and elastic tube; Elastic Tube Row
2) New Exercises: Bent Row using bar and elastic tube
Pullover on Stability Ball using bar
Pull-up using towel or rope

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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CONCEPTS AND EXERCISES - CONT.
VII.

Lesson 7- Exercises Emphasize Total Body Combination Movements
A. Concepts
1) Review: Periodization
2) Intro: Combination Exercises
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Push Press, Squat with medicine ball movements
(turn, twist, press) and Lunge with medicine ball movements (turn, twist, press, chop)
2) New Exercises: Medicine Ball Bend, Row, and Reach
Medicine Ball or Bar Squat to Overhead Press
Stationary Lunge with Medicine Ball Press
1-Leg 3-Touch

VIII.

Lesson 8- Exercises Introduce Body Part Movements (I); focusing on shoulders
and hamstrings
A. Concepts
1) Review: Training Principles- consistency, intensity, recovery
2) Intro: Single Joint Exercises
B. New Exercises
1) Front Shoulder Raise using medicine ball, bar or elastic tube
2) Lateral Shoulder Raise using bar or elastic tube
3) Leg Curl (standing)

IX.

Lesson 9- Exercises Introduce Body Part Movements (II); focusing on upper arms
and lower legs
A. Concepts
1) Review: Training Principle- variation, individualization
2) Intro: Multi-joint Exercises
B. New Exercises
1) Biceps Curl using bar, elastic tube and medicine ball
2) Triceps Extension using bar, elastic tube and medicine ball
3) Ankle Flexion (Calf Raise)

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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CONCEPTS AND EXERCISES - CONT.
X.

Lesson 10- Exercises Emphasize Plyometric Movements; focusing on jumping
and hopping
A. Concepts
1) Review: Speed, Power, Plyometric
B. Exercises
1) Review Exercises from Previous Units: Jumping and Landing; Squat Jumps; Hops
over Implement or Mark; Split Squat Jumps
2) New Exercises: 1-Foot Lateral Hops; Front/Back Hops
Speed Step-ups
1-leg Jumps

XI.

Lesson 11- Introduce Circuit Training
A. Concepts: Interval Training, Circuit Training
B. Exercises: Circuit Training Models

XII.

Lesson 12- Introduce Station Circuit Training
A. Concepts: Station, Station Circuit Training
B. Exercises: Station Circuit Training Models
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MENU of NEW EXERCISES
Foundational exercises and positions are noted for each category. Exercises demanding
high level of skill in each category are noted with .
I. Core Exercises (Foundational Movement/Positions: Crunch, Back
Extensions, Body Bars)
A. Reverse Back Extension on Stability Ball
B. 1-Leg Deadlift
C.

Reverse Body Bar with Feet on Stability Ball

D.
Body Bar with Feet on Stability Ball
E. Sit Up w. Medicine Ball Toss and Catch
F. Seated Floor Rotations with Medicine Ball
G. V-up
H.

Stability Ball Bicycle

II. Lower Body Exercises (Foundational movement/positions: Squat,
Lunge, Step-up)
A. 1-Leg Alternating Iso-Hold
B. Lunge and Reach with Medicine Ball
C. Walking Lunge with Medicine Ball Movements:
turn, twist, press
D.
1-Leg Squat on Box
E. Step-up to Backwards Lunge
F. Squat to Side Lunge
G.

1-Leg Squat with Rear Leg on Stability Ball

III. Upper Body Extension Exercises (Foundational movement/positions:
Push-ups, Presses)
A. Push-up with Turn
B. Walking Push-up over Medicine Ball
C.

Push-up with Feet on Stability Ball and Hands on Medicine Balls

IV. Upper Body Flexion Exercises (Foundational movement/positions:
Pull-ups, Rows)
A. Bent Row with Bar and Elastic Tube
B. Pullover with Bar on Stability Ball
C.

Rope or Towel Pull-up

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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V. Total Body Exercises: Combination Movements
A. Medicine Ball Bend, Row and Reach
B. Squat to Overhead Press with Medicine Ball or Bar
C. Stationary Lunge with Medicine Ball Press
D.

1-Leg 3-Touch

VI. Body Part Training: Single Joint Exercises
A. Biceps Curl using Bar, Medicine Ball or Elastic Tube
B. Triceps Extension using Bar, Medicine Ball or Elastic Tube
C. Standing Leg Curl
D. Front Shoulder Raise using Bar, Medicine Ball or Elastic Tube
E. Lateral Shoulder Raise using Bar or Elastic Tube
F. Ankle Flexion: Calf Raise
VII.

Plyometric Exercises (Foundational movement/positions: Hops, Jumps)
A. 1-Foot Lateral and Front/Back Hops over mark (implement)
B. Speed Step-ups on Box
C.

1-Leg Squat Jumps

VIII. Circuit Training
IX.

Station Circuit Training

13
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Review and Expansion of Fitness Terminology From Previous Units: BASIC I, BASIC II, INTERMEDIATE I.
Introduction of New Concepts indicated with *.
(Terms listed in the order introduced during lessons of this unit.)
1.

Fitness:

The condition of your entire body (muscles, skeleton, organs) and mind
(emotional spiritual, intellectual); includes strength, cardio function, power,
balance/stabilization, endurance, etc.

2.

Tempo:

Rate or speed of performing an individual exercise; control of
movement while executing both portions (positive and negative) of an
exercise.

3.

Spot (spotting):

Acting as a partner to a person performing an exercise or activity;
provides safety (assists in the proper completion of the exercise if
necessary), encouragement, and feedback (coaching) on the proper
technique of that exercise.

4.

*Resistance Training:

(also Strength Training or Weight Training) Use of exercises that add a weight
or other load to create a new training stress on the body.

5.

*Core Anatomy:

Refers to the center of the body (trunk, torso). Includes abdominals, low
back, and hips. Primary muscle groups include:

See Anatomy Chart

Core flexors- abdominals (abs; front of abdomen), obliques
(sides of abdomen), hip flexors (front of hips)
Core Extensors- erector spinae (low back), hip extensors (back
of hips), gluteus (glutes; buttocks)

6.

Extension:

(Press, push) Moving one part of your body away from your core.
Increasing the angle of a joint.

7.

Iso-hold:

Performing an isometric exercise; holding an exercise position without
moving through a range of motion.

8.

Flexion:

(Curl, flex, pull) Moving one part of the body closer to the core.
Decreasing the angle of a joint.

9.

Neutral:

Natural or proper posture of the body or its parts.

10. *Lower Body Anatomy:
See Anatomy Chart

Refers to the body from the waist down. Primary muscle groups include:
Lower Body Extensors- quadriceps (quads; front of
thigh), gluteus (glutes; buttocks),
Lower Body Flexors- knee flexors: hamstrings (hammies;
back of thigh), hip flexors (front of hips)
Hip Adductors- high inside of thigh
Hip Abductors- high outside of thigh, outside of hip

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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11. Repetition:

(rep) A single attempt or effort to complete an exercise.

12. Set:

Performing an exercise for a specific number of repetitions.

13. *Upper Body Anatomy:

Refers the body from the waist up. Primary muscle
groups include:
Upper Body Extensors- pectorals (pecs; chest), deltoids
(delts; shoulders), triceps (tri’s; back of upper arm)
Upper Body Flexors- latissimus dorsi (lats; upper back),
rhomboids (upper back), trapezius (traps; lower neck and
upper back), biceps (bi’s; front of upper arm)

See Anatomy Chart

14. Volume:

Total amount of training attempted; often given as total repetitions.

15. Intensity:

Difficulty of, or effort involved, in training. May be measured by resistance
(load) used, speed of exercise, duration (length) of training, training
frequency (how often).

16. *Overload:

Placing greater than normal demands on the body during training thus forcing
the body to adapt and change; increasing intensity during a training program.
Training until fatigue no longer allows the body to tolerate the exercise or load
being used, resulting in loss of technique

17. Training:

Regular use of exercises to improve fitness.

18. Training Program:

A plan for using exercises to achieve specific fitness goals.

19. Frequency:

How often one trains; number of sessions in a given period of time.

20. Load:

Amount of resistance (weight) used during an exercise.

21. Strength:

Amount of force generated in a single effort.

22. Endurance:

Sustaining effort and remaining efficient during physical exertion over
a period of time.

23. *Training Cycle:

A single period or portion of time in an overall training program designed to
achieve specific goals or objectives. The volume, intensity, and frequency of
exercises are selected and used resulting in desired outcome. (Cycles will
vary in length depending on program goals.)

24. *Complex Exercise:

Method of training that combines a strength exercise followed immediately by
a speed exercise; designed to improve power.

25.

The planning of training variations attempting to obtain optimal results;
consistently, progressively, safely and in as short a time as possible.

Periodization:

26. *Combination Exercise:

Using two or more basic strength movements together to create a more
challenging exercise that trains the entire body.

CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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Consistency- Developing a pattern (habit) of regular training.
Intensity- Increasing the demands or difficulty of training as you progress;
consistently providing a new stimulus for the body to accommodate.
Recovery- Getting the amount of rest necessary during training to be healthy
and improve performance. (May refer to rest between sets, exercises, training
sessions, or training cycles.)
Variation- Regular alterations in a training program that challenge the body to
improve.
Individualization- Considering the specific needs of a person when
designing a training program.

28. *Single Joint Exercise:

An exercise that involves range of motion at (primarily) one joint to move
a body part; focusing on training of the muscles involved in movement of
that body part.

29. *Multi-joint Exercise:

An exercise that involves range of motion at multiple joints; using and training
large groups of muscle.

30.

Speed:

Rapidity of movement.

31.

Power:

How fast force can be applied, explosiveness. (Speed and strength)

32.

Plyometric:

Exercises that focus on development of speed, quickness, and explosiveness in
training. Utilizing the natural elastic qualities of muscle tissue; involving rapid
changes in direction of movement.

33.

*Interval Training:

Training characterized by periods of high intensity exercise followed by periods
of recovery (or low intensity exercise used as recovery). Exercises may be
selected from a variety of categories: resistance, cardiovascular, endurance,
power, etc.

34. *Circuit Training:

Training that involves completing a series of selected exercises in a specific
order, using a predetermined time or amount of repetitions.
Recovery time between each exercise is also established and consistent
(it is usually brief).

35. *Station:

A group of exercises chosen for a specific training purpose.

36. *Station Circuit Training:

Training by moving from exercise “station” to “station”. All the exercises in a
station are completed before moving to the next group, completion usually
occurring within a specified amount of time.
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SAFETY REMINDERS FOR INSTRUCTORS
• Review rules of safety regarding the introduction of new activities.
• Recommend that students wear appropriate clothing and proper footwear while
performing exercises.
• Instruct students to breathe regularly during exercise; remind students not to hold their
breath during activities.
• Have students work with partners. Encourage them to “coach” each other. It may also be
helpful to group the students in teams.
• Repeat the “Coaching Keys” often, reminding students of the importance of using correct
technique during exercises. However, all students are different in physical makeup and it is
important to allow children to move naturally.
• Emphasize control of the body during every exercise. Establish a tempo in exercising;
concentrate on steady movements. Remind students not to “drop” or “fall” into a position; avoid
bouncing when changing direction during an exercise.
• Require focus during movements; teach students to be aware of how their bodies move and
feel during the performance of activities.
• Find opportunities to use the current (and previous) “Terms of the Day” during the lessons.
Repeating terms or reviewing principals will enhance understanding of fitness. This should help
students become more independent in developing a healthy lifestyle.
• Remind students of the importance of maintaining the Base Exercise Position while doing
all exercises.
• Encourage students to “Key the Core” during the performance of exercises to reinforce
awareness of a strong trunk.
• Do not force students into a full range of movement or position if they are unwilling or
unable to achieve that. Suggest that those experiencing difficulty in this area try to improve each
day they train, and remind them that physical abilities will improve with practice.
• Emphasize student understanding of how the exercises contribute to fitness, and therefore an
improved quality of life.

Note: Some of the exercises in this unit may prove to be difficult for youth to accomplish without
breaks in technique. Variations in technique can be observed in the videos of certain exercises as
well. Emphasize the guidelines listed in the above bullets to assist in achieving proper and safe
exercise movements.
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Date:

6

SAMPLE LESSON PLAN
Grade Level:

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Strength:
Amount of force generated in one effort.
Terms
and
concepts
and
introduced
Endurance:
Sustainingto
an be
effortreviewed
(activity) without
becoming
tired and losing efficiency.
in this
lesson Method
are explained
*Complex
Exercise:
of training thathere.
combines a strength exercise followed immediately
by a speed exercise, designed to improve power.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train UPPER BODY flexion movements with emphasis on balance and stabilization during exercise.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced

Area of the body trained

Review of foundational

Upright Row using bar and elastic tube [Basic I]
exercises.
withand
exercises
Pull-up
variations in in
gripthis
[Basic I]
lesson.
Standing
and Seated Rows using elastic tube [Basic II]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

A list and description of each exercise in
Exercises:
• lesson,
Bent Row using point by point instructional
• Pullover on Stability Ball
Challenge: Pull-up using Rope or Towel

the
cues.

Videos are featured throughout the
lessons to demonstrate proper
technique. Clicking on the green
play button plays that video.

BENT ROW
2-3x 8-12
Bent Row using Bar
WITH BAR
1. Start in RDL (Romanian Dead Lift) Position:
PLAY VIDEO
Suggestions for sets and reps are noted here.
2. Grasp bar with hands slightly wider than shoulders, palms back. Extend arms, bar positioned below chest.
3. Flex elbows, pull bar toward body until it touches the chest, squeezing shoulder blades at finish.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Challenge Exercises
Pull-up using Towel or Rope
1.Introduction
Loop rope or towelof
overexercise(s)
pull-up bar, endsdesigned
hanging belowto
bar.
present
additional
challenges.
2. Grip rope or towel, one hand on each end.
3. Hang from rope or towel with arms extended, tension on arms and elbows slightly bent.

PULL-UP
USING
ROPE
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: training bar; stability ball; elastic tube; pull-up bar; rope or towel

Notes:

This space is reserved for teachers to make their own
observations or comments regarding the training session or
lesson being taught. Some lessons may have specific
information related to the lesson already added in this section.

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Date:

Grade Level:

1

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Fitness:

Tempo:
Spot (spotting):

*Resistance Training:
*Core Anatomy:

The condition of your entire body (muscles, skeleton, organs) and mind
(emotional, spiritual, intellectual); includes strength, cardio function, power,
balance/stabilization, endurance, etc.
Rate or speed of performing an individual exercise; students control of
movement while executing both portions (positive and negative) of an exercise.
Acting as a partner to a person performing an exercise or activity; provides
safety (assists in the proper completion of the exercise if necessary),
encouragement, and feedback (coaching) on the proper technique of that
exercise.
(also Strength Training or Weight Training) Use of exercises that add a weight or
other load to create a new training stress on the body.
In exercise refers to the center of the body (trunk, torso). Includes abdominals,
low back, and hips. Primary muscle groups include:
Core flexors- abdominals (abs; front of abdomen), obliques
(sides of abdomen), hip flexors (front of hips)
Core Extensors- external obliques, erector spinae (low back),
gluteus (glutes; buttocks)
(Click Here to See Anatomy Diagram after lessons)

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISES OF THE DAY
All exercises train the CORE (torso) with emphasis on lower back, gluteus and hamstrings.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Key the Core [Basic I]

RDL position [Basic II]

Arm and Body Bars [Basic I]

Stiff Legged Dead Lift [Intermediate I]

Medicine Ball Movements [Basic II]
(turn, twist, press, chop, 8’s)

Back Extension on Stability Ball
[Intermediate I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Reverse Back Extension on Stability Ball
• 1-Leg Dead Lift
Challenge: Body Bar on Stability Ball, Reverse Body Bar on Stability Ball

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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RECOMMENDED SETS

Reverse Back Extension on Stability Ball
2-3x 8-12
1. While prone, position chest on stability ball; hips and lower body off ball;
legs extended behind. (Note: Hip position will vary; generally further
forward placement of hips reduces difficulty.)
2. Anchor hands to prevent loss of position and maintain balance on stability ball
(hold onto fixed object or partner, or place hands on floor below shoulders, braced
against floor).
3. Legs extended; bend at hips, lower legs until toes touch floor. Back flat; hips and upper
body stable.
4. Reverse movement at hips, raise legs to form straight line from shoulders to heels.
5. Maintain position on stability ball; repeat, establish exercise tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

1-Leg Dead Lift
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Lift one leg, foot moves up and back;
support weight on opposite leg; slight bend in knee of support leg.
2. Arms extended; hands positioned (or grasping a load) in front of support leg.
3. Forward flex at hips; knee of support leg bends slightly, hips move slightly back to
position behind foot.
4. Chest open; back flat, shoulders square.
5. Lower chest through full range, reach toward floor with hands next to leg.
6. Return to start (hands move up leg)
7. Use steady, controlled movement. Repeat, establish tempo to exercise.

1

STABILITY BALL
REVERSE BACK
EXTENSION
PLAY VIDEO

1-LEG
DEAD LIFT
PLAY VIDEO

Challenge Exercises
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout both “bar” exercises.)

Body Bar on Stability Ball
1. Lie in prone position. Position toes or lower leg on stability ball; adjust for balance.
2. Bend elbows, place forearms on floor next to chest; hands at shoulders.
Toes or lower leg remain balanced on ball.
3. Push against forearms, extend upper arm to vertical, form Body Bar. Bodyweight
supported with forearms on floor, toes or lower legs on stability ball; body forms a
straight line from shoulders to heels.
4. Hold rigid bar position for prescribed time; attempt to maintain Base Exercise Position
(May also be done with arms extended.)
Reverse Body Bar on Stability Ball
1. Supine Base Exercise Position. Position feet on stability ball, knees bent; adjust feet
and knees for balance.
2. Tighten muscles of core (specifically low back and gluteus), lift core; bodyweight
supported with shoulders on floor and feet on stability ball, form Reverse Body Bar.
(Arms may be positioned to side providing additional stabilization and balance.)
3. Form straight line from shoulders to knees, head and neck neutral.
4. Hold rigid bar position for prescribed time; attempt to maintain Base Exercise Position.
(May also be done with arms extended.)

STABILITY BALL
BODY BAR
PLAY VIDEO

STABILITY BALL
REVERSE
BODY BAR
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: stability balls

Notes:
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Date:

Grade Level:

2

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Extension:
Flexion:
Iso-hold:
Neutral:

(Press, push) Moving one part of your body away from your core. Increasing
the angle of a joint.
(Curl, flex, pull) Moving one part of the body closer to the core. Decreasing the
angle of a joint.
Performing an isometric exercise; holding an exercise position without moving
through a range of motion.
Natural or proper posture of the body and its parts.

*Lower Body Anatomy: In exercise, refers to the body from the waist down.
Primary muscle groups include: Extensors / Flexors
Lower Body Extensors- Quadriceps (quads; front of thigh),
gluteus (glutes; buttocks),
Lower Body Flexors- Knee Flexors: hamstrings (hammies;
back of thigh), hip flexors (front of hips)
Hip Adductors- high inside of thigh
Hip Abductors- high outside of thigh, outside of hip
(See Anatomy Diagram after lessons)

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train the LOWER BODY, with emphasis on Lunge movements.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Lunge [Basic I]
Walking Lunge [Basic II]
Stationary Lateral Lunge [Intermediate I]

Lateral Lunge [Basic II]
Reverse Lunge [Intermediate I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
Exercises:
• Walking Lunge with Medicine Ball Movements
• Walking Lateral Lunge
• Lunge with Medicine Ball Reach
Challenge: 1-Leg Squat on Box

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Date:

Grade Level:

2

Teacher:

Walking Lunge with Medicine Ball Movements;
Review Walking Lunge:
1. Standing Base Position, stride forward with one foot (Lunge).
2. Plant foot firmly on floor, stop forward motion of body.
3. Bend knee of front leg to lower core until upper leg is approximately parallel to floor.
4. Front knee positioned above foot; back knee lowers until near, or touching, floor.
5. Moving forward, cycle back leg through in exaggerated walking motion. (Lift knee and toe
high during leg cycles.)
6. Opposite foot now becomes front, or lunge, foot. Continue to walk forward alternating
lunges on each leg.

WALKING
LUNGE WITH
MED BALL TURN
PLAY VIDEO

WALKING
LUNGE WITH
MED BALL TWIST
PLAY VIDEO

RECOMMENDED SETS

Medicine Ball Movements:
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
For each movement use walking lunge described above; start with medicine ball held in both
hands, positioned in front of chest.
Lunge with Turn: As lunge foot plants (#2 above), rotate (turn) core over front leg using a
slow, controlled motion, through full range. Pause one count, return to lunge position. Repeat
during next lunge.
Lunge with Twist: As lunge foot plants (#2 above), rotate (twist) core over front leg using a
rapid, rhythmic motion, through full range. Reverse rotation without pause and continue
immediately to opposite side, before returning to lunge position. Repeat during next lunge.
Lunge with Press: As lunge foot plants (#2 above), extend arms forward, pressing
medicine ball in controlled motion, through full range. Pause one count, return to lunge
position. Repeat during next lunge.
Lunge with Chop: As lunge foot plants (#2 above), lift medicine ball up and to one side,
near the shoulder. In a rapid “chopping” motion, bring ball down and across body to opposite
hip. Return to lunge position. Repeat during next lunge.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Walking Lateral Lunge
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
1. Standing Base Position, stride laterally with one foot (Lateral Lunge).
(Stride approximately 45 degrees from start.)
2. Plant foot firmly on floor, stop lateral motion of body; upper body remains square, toe of
lunge leg pointed forward.
3. Bend knee of front leg to lower core until upper leg is approximately parallel to floor.
4. Front knee positioned above foot; opposite leg is extended, knee slightly bent,
foot on floor.
5. Moving forward, cycle back leg through in exaggerated walking motion.
(Lift knee of leg high and keep toe high during leg cycles.)
6. Opposite foot now becomes front, or lunge, foot. Continue to walk forward alternating
lateral lunges on each leg.

WALKING
LUNGE WITH
MED BALL PRESS
PLAY VIDEO

WALKING
LUNGE WITH
MED BALL CHOP
PLAY VIDEO

WALKING
LATERAL
LUNGE
PLAY VIDEO

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Date:

Grade Level:

2

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Lunge with Medicine Ball Reach
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
Start movement with medicine ball held in both hands, positioned in front of chest.
1. Standing Base Position, stride forward with one foot (Lunge).
2. Plant foot firmly on floor, stop forward motion of body.
3. Bend knee of front leg; lower core until upper leg is approximately parallel to floor;
knee positioned above or slightly behind foot; back knee lowers to near, or touching, floor.
4. As knee of front leg bends, upper body moves over front leg, forward flexing at hips.
5. Arms extend through full range, reaching medicine ball past lunge knee and toward floor,
creating tension in hamstring. Back remains tight and flat, chest open.
5. Pushing explosively with front foot, return to start.
6. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions; establish exercise tempo.
(Lunge and reach may be repeated over same leg or alternate over legs.)

LUNGE WITH
MEDICINE BALL
REACH
PLAY VIDEO

Challenge Exercises
1-Leg Squat on Box
1. Standing Base Exercise Position on box; with one foot just off edge of box.
2. Lift unsupported leg up and forward of body, as far as comfort allows.
3. Bend knee of support leg; lower core through full range in steady and controlled
movement.
4. Arms and unsupported leg may be raised or re-positioned to assist balance during squat
movement.
5. Extend knee and hip of support leg, return to start position; attempt to maintain Base
Exercise Position throughout.
6. Complete prescribed number of repetitions; establish exercise tempo.
Repeat on opposite leg.
(This exercise may be also done on a bench or bleachers.)

1-LEG SQUAT
ON BOX
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: medicine balls, boxes

Notes:
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Date:

Grade Level:

3

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Repetition:
A single attempt or effort to complete an exercise (rep).
Set:
Completing an exercise with a specific number of repetitions.
*Upper Body Anatomy: Refers the body from the waist up. Primary muscle groups include:
Upper Body Extensors- Pectorals (pecs; chest), deltoids
(delts; shoulders), triceps (tri’s; back of upper arm)
Upper Body Flexors- Latissimus dorsi (lats; upper back),
rhomboids (upper back), trapezius (traps; lower neck and
upper back), biceps (bi’s; front of upper arm)
(See Anatomy Diagram after lessons)

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train the UPPER BODY with emphasis on extension movements (specifically push-ups).
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Push-up [Basic I]

Chest Press with Elastic Tube [Basic II]

Push-up on Medicine Ball(s) or
Stability Ball [Basic II]

Dips [Intermediate I]
Seated or Supine Chest Press
with Bar or Elastic Tube on Box or
Stability Ball [Intermediate I]

Overhead Press with Bar or
Elastic Tube Tube; seated or
standing [Basic I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Push-up and Turn
• Push-up Walking over Medicine Ball
Challenge: Push-up with Hands on Medicine Balls and Feet on Stability Ball

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Date:

Grade Level:

3

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Push-up and Turn
2-3x amap
1. Push-up position. Form straight line from shoulders to heels; hips and low back tight
(“bar” position); bodyweight supported on hands and toes; arms and legs extended.
2. Lower body through full range until chest is near, or touches, floor.
3. Push up, extending arms. As arms fully extend, raise one hand from floor, supporting body
weight on opposite arm.
4. Rotate core to position body “sideways”, reaching arm up and over shoulder.
Hold position for a count.
5. Return to start; Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout.
6. Repeat movement, rotating to opposite side. Complete prescribed number of repetitions;
establish exercise tempo.
(Feet may move to assist balance. Wider stance decreases difficulty, narrow stance or moving
to one foot as body rotates increases difficulty.)

PUSH-UP
AND
TURN
PLAY VIDEO

RECOMMENDED SETS

Push-up Walking over Medicine Ball
2-3x amap
1. Push-up position. Place one hand on floor and opposite hand on medicine ball. Hands
positioned below and just outside shoulders. Form straight line from shoulders to heels;
hips and low back tight (“bar” position); bodyweight supported on hands and toes; arms
and legs extended.
2 Lower body through full range so chest approaches floor. Push-up, extending arms; return
to start position.
3. “Walk” hands two steps to re-position body, placing opposite hand on ball.
4. Repeat push-up movement; walking hands back to initial position at completion.
Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout.
5. Complete prescribed number of repetitions; use steady, controlled movements.

PUSH-UP
WALKING OVER
MEDICINE BALL
PLAY VIDEO

Challenge Exercises
Push-up with Hands on Medicine Balls
and Feet on Stability Ball
1. Push-up position. Place each hand on a medicine ball; hands should line up below
and just outside of shoulders.
2. Place toes, feet, or lower legs on stability ball, adjusting position for balance.
3. Attempt to form a straight line from shoulders to heels, keep hips and low back tight
(“bar” position) bodyweight supported by arms and feet (legs),
4. Lower body through full range (will vary), adjust body position as necessary to retain
balance.
5. Push-up; return to start position. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout.
6. Complete prescribed number of repetitions; use steady controlled movements.

PUSH-UP
HANDS AND
FEET ON BALL
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: medicine balls, stability balls

Notes:
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Date:

Grade Level:

4

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Volume:
Intensity:
Load:
*Overload:

Total amount of training attempted; often given as total repetitions.
Difficulty of, or effort involved, in training. May be measured by resistance (load) used,
speed of exercise, duration (length) of training, training frequency (how often).
Amount of resistance (weight) used during a strength training exercise.
Placing greater than normal demands on the body during training thus forcing the body
to adapt and change; increasing intensity during a training program. Training until
fatigue no longer allows the body to tolerate the exercise or load being used, resulting
in loss of technique.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train the CORE, with emphasis on rotation movements.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Medicine Mall Movements (turn, twist, press, chop, 8’s) [Basic II]
Crunch [Basic I] and variations (feet elevated; with turn, twist, medicine ball press) [Basic II]
Sit-up and variations [Intermediate I]
Bicycle Crunch [Intermediate I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Sit-up with Medicine Ball Toss and Catch
• Seated Floor Rotations
• Stability Ball Bicycle
Challenge: V-Up
RECOMMENDED SETS

SIT-UP AND
Sit-up with Medicine Ball Toss and Catch
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
TOSS WITH CATCH
Exercise is done with a partner
MEDICINE BALL
1. Seated Base Exercise Position, facing partner (distance from partner will vary).
PLAY VIDEO
One partner holds medicine ball in front of chest.
2. Using both hands, medicine ball is tossed towards partner’s chest (consider distance and effort necessary).
3. In seated position, partner catches ball with both hands, positioning ball in front of chest.
Controlling momentum of ball, body is lowered in steady movement to Supine Base Exercise Position
(start position for Sit-up).
4. When upper back comes in contact with floor, movement is reversed and sit-up is started.
5. As sit-up reaches top position, ball is tossed back to partner (follow directions above). Sit-up movement
with ball is then repeated by partner.
6. Repeat movement for prescribed repetitions, establish exercise tempo.
(Instruct participants: Take care to throw towards chest; do not throw with too much force;
THIS LESSON
catch ball with both hands; protect face.)

CONTINUES
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Grade Level:

4

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Seated Floor Rotations
2-3x 8-12
1. Seated Base Position on floor. Legs extended, slight bend in knees, heels on floor; hands
positioned in front of and close to chest. (Medicine ball may be used; held with both
hands in front of chest.)
2. Lean back slightly; create tension in core. Back remains tight and flat, chest open, head
neutral.
3. Rotate core, turning chest and shoulders to one side; hold one count. Chest, shoulders,
and head are square; hips and legs stable. (If medicine ball is used, ball is held directly
in front of chest throughout movement.)
4. Return to start position; repeat to opposite side. Use steady, controlled movement.
5. Complete prescribed number of repetitions, establish exercise tempo.

SEATED FLOOR
ROTATIONS
PLAY VIDEO

RECOMMENDED SETS

V-up
2-3x amap
1. Supine Base Exercise Position. Legs extended, arms extended overhead.
2. Lift shoulders, head, arms and legs from floor; head and neck in neutral position.
3. Curl core; raise legs and arms off floor and toward each other in arced motion.
Arms and legs remain extended throughout.
4. Move through full range; attempt to have hands and feet meet at a point above core;
body balanced at hips, head is neutral.
5. Lower arms and legs using steady, controlled movement (do not drop).
6. Repeat for prescribed number of repetitions; establish exercise tempo.

Challenge Exercises
Bicycle on Stability Ball
1. Supine Base Exercise Position. Hips and low back supported on stability ball.
2. Partially extend legs; knees bent (will vary) and feet flat on floor. Cross arms over chest,
positioning hands on opposite shoulders.
3. Lift shoulders slightly, creating tension in core; head and neck in neutral position.
4. Bend and lift one knee, move toward chest. (Other leg remains extended, foot on floor.)
5. Curl and rotate core to move opposite elbow toward bent knee (Bicycle). Hands remain
at shoulders.
6. Return to start position and repeat movement using opposite leg and elbow.
7. Alternate from side to side using steady, controlled movements; create a rhythm to
exercise.
8. Complete prescribed number of repetitions.

V-UP
PLAY VIDEO

STABILITY BALL
BICYCLE
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: medicine balls; stability balls

Notes:
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Grade Level:

5

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Frequency:
Training:
Training Program:
*Training Cycle:

How often one trains or number of sessions in given period of time.
Regularly working on exercises, using a plan, to improve fitness.
Exercises selected and organized to form a plan for improving fitness.
A period or portion of time during an overall training program designed to achieve
specific goals or objectives. The volume, intensity, and frequency of exercises are
selected and used resulting in desired outcome. (Cycles will vary in length depending
on program goals.)

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train the LOWER BODY with emphasis on Single Leg Movements;
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Squat [Basic I]
Step-up [Basic I]
Split Squat [Basic II]

Back; Overhead; and Front Squat [Basic II]
1-Leg Squat [Intermediate I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Step-up to Reverse lunge
• Squat to Lateral Lunge
• 1-Leg Alternating Iso-Hold
Challenge: 1-Leg Squat on Stability Ball
RECOMMENDED SETS

Step-up to Reverse Lunge
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
1. Standing Base Exercise Position facing box. Position one foot flat on top of box
(knee is bent).
2. Step-up; extend leg on box; raise core.
STEP-UP TO
3. Lift knee of opposite leg. When leg on box is fully extended, opposite knee is flexed and
REVERSE
held high. Hold position for a count.
LUNGE
4. Bend knee of leg on box to lower core (foot remains on box). Opposite leg lowers to
PLAY VIDEO
start position.
5. In a smooth, continuous motion, remove foot from box and step backwards.
6. Plant rear foot firmly on floor one stride length behind hips; stop backward motion of body (Reverse Lunge).
7. Bending knee of front leg, lower core until upper leg is approximately parallel to floor.
8. Knee of rear leg lowers until near, or touching, floor.
9. Pushing off with back foot, replace that foot on top of box; return to Step-up position, repeat entire movement.
10. Complete prescribed number of repetitions; repeat exercise on opposite leg.
11. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use controlled and steady movements,
create a rhythm to exercise.
THIS LESSON
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5

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Squat to Lateral Lunge
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
SQUAT TO
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Lower core in Squat motion; bend at knees, hips
LATERAL
move down and back. Knees positioned over feet; feet flat on floor. Back tight and flat;
LUNGE
chest open, head neutral.
PLAY VIDEO
2. Lower core until upper legs are approximately parallel to floor. Iso-hold at low position
of squat.
3. Long stride to side with one leg (Lateral Lunge).
4. Plant lunge foot firmly, pull other foot toward body, re-positioning feet as in squat position.
(Iso-Hold Squat position throughout entire movement.)
5. Return to Standing Base Exercise Position. Begin squat again, repeating entire movement in opposite direction;
lateral lunge with opposite leg from iso-hold position.
6. Complete prescribed number of repetitions.
7. Attempt to maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements; establish exercise
tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

1-Leg Iso-Hold
2-3x 4-6 reps. ea. leg
1-LEG
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Place one foot approximately a stride length behind the
ISO-HOLD
other; lift rear leg, (foot moves up and back; support weight on front leg).
2. Hips move down and back, bending knee of front leg and lowering core until upper leg is
PLAY VIDEO
at or near parallel. Upper body leans forward, chest moving over front leg (range will vary).
3. Knee of front leg remains positioned over foot; back tight and flat, chest open, rear leg
remains up.
4. Iso-hold low position for prescribed time (3-8 counts).
5. At completion of time (counts), quickly shift body weight to opposite leg. Re-position body, as described
above, in one movement, reversing leg position without loss of balance. (Moving from one leg to the other may
be accomplished with a step or hop, depending on skill. Longer step or hopping increases difficulty of
movement.)
6. Hold new position for prescribed time (3-8 counts).
7. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.

Challenge Exercises
1-Leg Squat with Rear Foot on Stability Ball
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Position one foot approximately a stride length behind the other;
place back foot (or lower leg) on a stability ball.
2. Support bodyweight on front leg. Rear foot (leg) remains positioned on stability ball; adjusting for
balance during exercise.
3. Core moves down and back until upper portion of front leg is at or near parallel to floor;
knee remains positioned over foot. (One Leg Squat)
4. Return to start position; repeat for prescribed number of repetitions.
5. Attempt to maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements,
establish exercise tempo.

1-LEG SQUAT
ON STABILITY
BALL
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: stability balls; boxes; medicine balls

Notes:
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Date:

Grade Level:

6

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Strength:
Endurance:
*Complex Exercise:

Amount of force generated in one effort.
Sustaining an effort (activity) without becoming tired and losing efficiency.
Method of training that combines a strength exercise followed immediately
by a speed exercise, designed to improve power.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train UPPER BODY flexion movements with emphasis on balance and stabilization during exercise.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Upright Row using bar and elastic tube [Basic I]
Pull-up and variations in grip [Basic I]
Standing and Seated Rows using elastic tube [Basic II]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Bent Row
• Pullover on Stability Ball
Challenge: Pull-up using Rope or Towel
RECOMMENDED SETS
BENT ROW
2-3x 8-12
Bent Row using Bar
WITH BAR
1. Start in RDL (Romanian Dead Lift) Position:
PLAY VIDEO
Feet Flat, shoulder width; toes forward or slightly out
Flex forward at hips, align hips behind feet (feel tension in hamstrings);
shoulders positioned over, or in front of, toes
Lower back tight and flat, chest open, head held in neutral position
Knees align over ankles; lower leg straight (perpendicular to floor)
2. Grasp bar with hands slightly wider than shoulders, palms back. Extend arms, bar positioned below chest.
3. Flex elbows, pull bar toward body until it touches the chest, squeezing shoulder blades at finish.
4. Return arms to start position in steady, controlled movement.
5. Repeat for prescribed number of repetitions.
6. Maintain RDL position throughout (back flat, chest open, head neutral), establish
exercise tempo.
BENT ROW
RECOMMENDED SETS
WITH
Bent Row using Elastic Tube
2-3x 8-12
ELASTIC TUBE
If elastic tube is used: secure tube under feet; adjust foot spacing and tube position to
PLAY VIDEO
create tension in tube prior to pull. Handles of tubes may face back or in; hands
THIS LESSON
positioned at shoulder width or wider. Follow same procedure described above.

CONTINUES
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6

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Pullover on Stability Ball using Bar
2-3x 8-12
1. Supine Base Exercise Position on stability ball. Support head, neck, and shoulders on
stability ball; knees bent; feet flat and positioned below knees; form a straight line from
shoulders to knees.
2. Grasp bar, positioning hands at shoulder width or slightly closer. Extend arms, hands
positioned over shoulders; elbows slightly bent.
3. Lower bar behind head in arced motion through full range.
(Movement occurs in shoulders only; arms and wrists stable.)
4. Return bar to start position. Use steady, controlled movements.
5. Maintain Supine Base Position throughout; establish exercise tempo.
(May also be done with medicine ball.)

PULLOVER ON
STABILITY BALL
USING BAR
PLAY VIDEO

PULL-UP
USING
ROPE
PLAY VIDEO

Challenge Exercises
Pull-up using Towel or Rope
1. Loop rope or towel over pull-up bar, ends hanging below bar.
2. Grip rope or towel, one hand on each end.
3. Hang from rope or towel with arms extended, tension on arms and elbows slightly bent.
4. Pulling with both arms, raise core until chin is above hands. (Pull-up)
5. Lower the core in steady, controlled movement; return to start position.
6. Attempt to limit body sway; maintain Base Exercise Position throughout.
Equipment needed: training bar; stability ball; elastic tube; pull-up bar; rope or towel

Notes:
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Grade Level:

7

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Periodization:

The planning of training variations; attempting to obtain optimal results consistently,
progressively, safely and in as short a time as possible.
*Combination Exercises: Using two or more basic strength movements together to create a more challenging exercise that
trains the entire body.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train the ENTIRE BODY using combination movements
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Overhead Press [Basic I]
Push Press [Basic II]
Squat [Basic I]
Squat with Medicine Ball Movements (turn, twist, press) [Intermediate II]
Lunge with Medicine Ball Movements (turn, twist, press, chop) [Intermediate II]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Medicine Ball Bend, Row, and Reach
• Squat to Overhead Press
• Stationary Lunge with Medicine Ball Press
Challenge: 1-Leg Three Touch
RECOMMENDED SETS

MEDICINE BALL
BEND, ROW
AND REACH

2-3x 8-12
Medicine Ball Bend, Row, and Reach
PLAY VIDEO
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Medicine ball held in front of chest.
2. Forward flex at hips, lower chest toward floor (as in Stiff Legged Dead Lift); chest open, back flat.
As movement begins: bend knees slightly, upper legs angle back slightly; hips align behind feet.
3. Moving hands down one leg, reach medicine ball toward floor until arms are fully extended.
Continue to bend at hips through full range; knees stable and fixed. Hold bottom position one count.
4. Bend elbows, pull ball to chest (rowing motion).
5. As ball reaches chest, return to Standing Base Exercise Position.
6. Continue to move medicine ball up to one side, past shoulder; reach ball overhead to full range.
Core rotates to accommodate movement.
7. Return medicine ball to start position (Standing Base Exercise Position; ball in front of chest).
8. Repeat movement, reaching ball to opposite side. Complete prescribed number of repetitions;
create a rhythm to exercise.

THIS LESSON
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Grade Level:

7

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

FRONT SQUAT TO

OVERHEAD
Front Squat to Overhead Press using Bar
2-3x 8-12
PRESS
WITH BAR
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Grip bar, hands slightly wider than shoulders.
Position bar in front of shoulders (as in Overhead Press), palms forward.
PLAY VIDEO
2. Lower core in Front Squat motion; bend at knees, hips moving down and back; knees
SQUAT TO
positioned over feet; feet flat on floor. Back tight and flat; chest open, head neutral.
OVERHEAD PRESS
3. Hips move down until upper legs are approximately parallel to floor. Return to start
WITH MED. BALL
(Standing Base Position).
PLAY VIDEO
4. In a continuous movement, press bar overhead, moving in a straight line past face, curving
slightly back as arms reach full extension. Bar aligns over ears, form straight line from bar to ankles.
5. Return the bar to start position; repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
6. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish exercise tempo
RECOMMENDED SETS

Squat to Overhead Press using Medicine Ball
A medicine ball may be substituted for the bar, held at shoulder
height, following same procedure as described above.

2-3x 8-12

RECOMMENDED SETS

STATIONARY
LUNGE WITH
MED. BALL PRESS

Stationary Lateral Lunge with Medicine Ball Press
2-3x 6-10 ea. leg
PLAY VIDEO
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Hold medicine ball at chest.
2. Wide stance (width will vary, adjusted to comfort).
Feet remain parallel and stationary throughout entire exercise, bodyweight distributed evenly.
3. Bend knee of one leg through full range (Stationary Lateral Lunge); lower core until upper
leg is approximately parallel to floor. Bent knee remains aligned over foot; opposite leg extended, foot in
contact with floor.
4. At low lunge position, rotate core toward bent knee, extend arms, pressing medicine ball over leg.
Hold for one count; return ball to start position next to chest.
5. Return to start position. Repeat on opposite leg; continue for prescribed number of repetitions.
6. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements; establish exercise tempo.

Challenge Exercises

1 LEG

1-Leg 3-Touch
3 TOUCH
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Lift one leg from floor; hold foot up and back;
bend opposite (support) knee slightly.
PLAY VIDEO
2. Balancing on support leg (slight bend in knee), forward flex at hips, moving chest toward
floor. Opposite leg moves up. Chest open and back flat; head neutral.
3. Arms are extended; hands together in front of support knee, palms facing back.
4. Bend knee of support leg, lower core toward floor; extend arms; touch floor just outside foot.
Chest remains open and back flat; rear leg held up.
5. Extend support leg, returning to position described in #2. Repeat bending of knee twice; touching floor each
time: in front of foot and just inside foot.
6. Return to start; repeat entire procedure on opposite leg. Continue to alternate legs of support and repeat
movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
7. Use steady, controlled movements; establish exercise tempo.
Equipment needed: training bar; medicine ball

Notes:
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Grade Level:

8

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Training Principles:

*Single Joint Exercise:

Consistency - Developing a pattern (habit) of regular training.
Intensity - Progressively increasing the demands or difficulty of training;
consistently providing a new stimulus for the body to accommodate.
Recovery - Getting the amount of rest necessary during training to be
healthy and improve performance. (May refer to rest between sets,
exercises, training sessions, or training cycles.)
An exercise that involves range of motion at (primarily) one joint to
move a body part; focusing on training muscles involved in movement
of that body part.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and NEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train at a SINGLE JOINT with emphasis on shoulders (shoulder joint)
and hamstrings (knee joint).
• Front Shoulder Raise
• Lateral Shoulder Raise
• Standing Leg Curl (Hamstring Curl)

BODY PART EXERCISES I:
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)
RECOMMENDED SETS

Front Shoulder Raise using Elastic Tube
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Secure center of elastic tube under one foot or both feet;
grasp tube handles, palms facing body.
2. Arms extended with slight bend in elbow; hands positioned just outside upper legs.
Adjust tube, or width of feet, to create tension in tube at start.
3. Raise arms in front of body, moving handles to shoulder height; pause for a count
at top of raise. (May alternate arms.)
4. Return to start; movement occurs in shoulders only; arms remain stable throughout
(extended with slight bend in elbow). Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
5. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Front Shoulder Raise using Bar or Medicine Ball
Elastic tube may be replaced by medicine ball or training bar.
Follow same procedure described above.

FRONT SHOULDER
RAISE USING
ELASTIC TUBE

PLAY VIDEO
FRONT SHOULDER
RAISE
USING BAR

PLAY VIDEO
FRONT SHOULDER
RAISE USING
MEDICINE BALL

PLAY VIDEO

2-3x 8-12

THIS LESSON
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Grade Level:

8

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Lateral (Side) Shoulder Raise using Elastic Tube
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Secure center of elastic tube under one foot or both feet;
grasp tube handles, palms in.
2. Arms extended with slight bend in elbow; hands positioned at sides of upper legs.
Adjust tube, or width of feet, to create tension in tube at start.
3. Raise arms to the side of body, moving handles to shoulder height; pause for a
count at top of raise.
4. Return to start; movement occurs in shoulders only; arms remain stable throughout
(extended with slight bend in elbow). Repeat movement for prescribed number of
repetitions.
5. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Lateral (Side) Shoulder Raise using Bars
2-3x 8-12
Elastic tube may be replaced by two training bars. Grasp center of a bar with each hand
(bars are balanced) and position at sides. Follow same procedure described above.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Standing Leg Curl
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. (Hand may be placed on wall or partner for balance and
stabilization.) Shift body weight to one leg.
2. Opposite foot is positioned just behind support foot; heel lifted from floor; knees aligned.
3. Bending at knee, heel of non-support leg is lifted through full range; knees remain aligned;
pause for a count at top of raise.
4. Return to start; movement occurs in knee only, upper leg remains stable throughout.
Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
5. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.

LATERAL RAISE
WITH ELASTIC
TUBE
PLAY VIDEO

LATERAL RAISE
WITH BARS
PLAY VIDEO

STANDING
LEG CURL
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: medicine balls, training bar, elastic tube

Notes:
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Grade Level:

9

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Training Principles:

*Multi-joint Exercise:

Variation - Regular alterations in a training program that challenge the body
to improve.
Individualization - Considering the specific needs of a person when
designing a training program.
An exercise that involves range of motion in multiple joints, using and
training large groups of muscle.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises train SINGLE JOINT (body part) exercises; movements focus on upper arm (elbow joint)
and lower leg (ankle joint).
New Exercises
• Biceps Curl: with elastic tube, training bar, or medicine ball
• Triceps Extension: with training bar, medicine ball
• Triceps Press-down: using elastic tube
• Calf Raise

BODY PART EXERCISES II:
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

RECOMMENDED SETS

Biceps Curl using Elastic Tube
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Secure center of elastic tube under one foot or both feet;
grasp tube handles, palms facing up (away from body).
2. Arms extended (slight bend in elbow); hands positioned just outside upper legs.
Adjust tube, or width of feet, to create tension in tube at start.
3. Flexing at elbows, move hands in front of body through full range; pause for a count
at top of curl.
4. Return to start. Movement occurs in elbow only; upper arms remain stable throughout,
elbows at sides. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
5. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements,
establish exercise tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Biceps Curl using Medicine Ball or Training Bar
Elastic tube may be replaced by medicine ball or training bar.
Follow same procedure described above.

2-3x 8-12

BICEPS CURL
USING
ELASTIC TUBE
PLAY VIDEO

BICEPS CURL
USING
TRAINING BAR
PLAY VIDEO

THIS LESSON
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Grade Level:

9

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

Triceps Extension using Training Bar
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Grasp training bar with hands at shoulder width
(adjust to comfort and for balance of bar), palms down.
2. Extend Arms overhead (slight bend in elbow); hands positioned above and slightly forward
of head.
3. Flexing at elbows, lower hands backwards through full range (hands moving behind head;
range will vary).
4. Return to start. Movement occurs in elbow only; upper arms remain stable throughout,
elbows overhead and aligned. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
5. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.

TRICEPS
EXTENSION
USING BAR
PLAY VIDEO

RECOMMENDED SETS

Triceps Extension using Medicine Ball
2-3x 8-12
Training bar may be replaced by medicine ball. Follow same procedure described above.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Triceps Press-down using Elastic Tube
2-3x 8-12
1. Loop elastic tube over pull-up bar or secure overhead.
2. Standing Base Exercise Position. Grasp tube handles, palms facing down (towards floor).
3. Flexing at hips, lean upper body forward slightly. Arms bent, elbows at sides. Hands
(tube handles) positioned in front of chest. Adjust body position or tube to create
tension at start.
4. Extend elbows, moving hands toward floor through full range (hands moving down and in
front of hips). Pause for a count at full extension.
5. Return to start. Movement occurs in elbow only; upper arms remain stable throughout,
elbows at sides. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
6. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.
RECOMMENDED SETS

Calf Raise (Ankle Flexion)
2-3x 8-12
1. Standing Base Exercise Position on box. Position balls of feet on edge of box; feet at
shoulder width. (Wall or partner may be used for balance and stabilization.)
2. Flexing at ankles, lower heels toward floor. Legs extended with slight bend in knee.
3. Raise heels through full range, moving body upward; pause for a count at top position.
4. Return to start. Movement occurs in ankles only; ankles, knees, hips, shoulders remain
aligned.
5. Repeat movement for prescribed number of repetitions.
6. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; use steady, controlled movements, establish
exercise tempo.
(To increase difficulty, exercise may be completed with support on one foot only; movement
may also be accomplished on floor, although range will be limited.)

TRICEPS
PRESS DOWN
PLAY VIDEO

CALF
RAISE
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: medicine balls, training bars, elastic tubes, boxes

Notes:
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Grade Level:

10

Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
Speed:
Power:
Plyometric:

Rate of movement; how fast one can move (either the entire body or a body part)
The combination of strength and speed; being strong and fast at once.
Any explosive exercise that involves a rapid change of direction in movement;
combining speed and strength (power) when changing from a flexion movement to
an extension movement.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING and PRIMARY REVIEW EXERCISE(S) OF THE DAY
All exercises are PLYOMETRIC movements using hopping and jumping; with an emphasis on training power.
[ ] indicates unit where exercise was first introduced
Jumping and Landing [Basic I]
Squat Jumps [Basic II]
Hops over Implement or Mark (Lateral and Front/Back) [Basic I and Basic II]
Split Squat Jumps [Intermediate I]

NEW EXERCISES AND TEACHING KEYS
(Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout all exercises.)

Exercises:
• Speed Step-ups
• 1-Foot Hops
Challenge: 1-Leg Jumps

SPEED
STEP-UPS
RECOMMENDED SETS

2-3x 8-12 ea. leg
Speed Step-ups
1. Standing Base Exercise Position at side of box; inside foot placed flat on box (knee is bent).
2. Pushing explosively with bent (inside) leg, raise core with speed.
3. Drive knee of opposite (outside) leg up; as leg on box fully extends, outside knee flexes.
(Foot on box may temporarily lose contact with box surface.)
4. Arms are cycled through full range using natural movement (outside knee bends and drives up,
opposite arm extends and moves up).
5. As foot of inside leg returns to box (ball to heel), knee flexes to absorb bodyweight at contact;
outside leg extends and foot returns to floor. When outside foot lands, knee bends slightly, foot
touches quiet and soft (ball to heel).
6. Lowering movement is quickly reversed and step-up action is repeated. Contact of outside foot on
floor is brief, resulting in rapid change of direction.
7. Complete prescribed number of repetitions (or time); place opposite foot on box and repeat.
8. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; establish a rhythm to exercise.

PLAY VIDEO

THIS LESSON
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10

Teacher:
RECOMMENDED SETS

1-Foot Hops over Mark or Implement

2-3x 8-12 ea. leg

1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Lift one foot from floor, supporting body weight on
opposite leg.
2. Using partial squat movement, lower the core by bending at the knee and hip of support leg.
3. Quickly change direction of core, hopping to clear mark or implement.
4. Use arms as necessary for balance and stabilization to assist in hopping movement.
5. Land ball to heel, bend at knee and hip to absorb bodyweight. When balance is assured,
reverse landing movement quickly, hopping back to start position. Try to land “soft and
quiet” with each hop.
6. Complete prescribed number of repetitions (or time); repeat with other foot.
7. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; establish a rhythm to exercise.

1-FT. LATERAL
HOPS OVER
MARK
PLAY VIDEO

1-FT. FRONT/
BACK HOPS
OVER MARK
PLAY VIDEO

1-Foot Lateral Hops over Low Implement (Use a rope, cone, cushion, etc.)
Using technique listed above, hop on one foot in a side to side movement over a low
implement. Hops should be compact; covering a short distance and with limited upper body
movement. Establish a rhythm, emphasize balance and control.
1-Foot Front/Back Hops over Low Implement (Use a rope, cone, cushion, etc.)
Using technique listed above, hop on one foot in a front to back movement over a low
implement. Hops should be compact; covering a short distance and with limited upper body
movement. Establish a rhythm, emphasize balance and control.

Challenge Exercises
1-Leg Jumps
1. Standing Base Exercise Position. Support body weight on one leg; opposite foot positioned
on toe or lifted from floor.
2. Use squatting movement to lower core through full range (will vary) by bending at
knee and hip of support leg. Opposite leg is held up and back.
3. As upper leg reaches (or comes near) parallel, quickly change direction of core,
jumping powerfully.
4. Use arms as necessary for balance and stabilization to assist in jumping movement.
5. Land on same foot (ball to heel), flex at knee and hip to absorb bodyweight. Try to land
“soft and quiet” with each jump. Regain balance; start another squat.
6. Complete prescribed number of repetitions (or time); repeat on opposite leg.
7. Maintain Base Exercise Position throughout; establish a rhythm to exercise.

1-LEG
JUMPS
PLAY VIDEO

Equipment needed: boxes; low jump implements

Notes:
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Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
*Interval Training:

*Circuit Training:

Training characterized by period(s) of high intensity exercise followed by
period(s) of recovery (or low intensity exercise used as recovery). Exercises may
be selected from a variety of categories (strength, endurance, power).
Training that involves completing a series of selected exercises in a specific
order, using a predetermined time or amount of repetitions. Recovery time
between each exercise is also established and consistent.
(Recovery is usually brief.)

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING: CIRCUIT
General Information About Circuit Training:
• Provides a training session of consistent motion, using a variety of exercises
• Time effective method of implementing a complete strength training session
• Appropriate for use with youth of all levels of training experience
• Well suited to handling large groups of participants
• Can be used to improve both strength and endurance
• Intensity (difficulty) of training session is easily manipulated by adjusting sets, reps, and
work/recovery time prescribed for each exercise
Considerations for Design of Circuit:
• Arrange exercises in an order designed to achieve specific goals
• Use exercises familiar to those using the circuit
• Use sets, reps and work/recovery times that are appropriate for level of participants
• Circuit training can be designed to be time efficient
For example; Creating a Circuit that may be completed in under 10 minutes:
Circuit of 10 exercises
One set of 10-12 reps/exercise at approximately 30 seconds each
Allow 15-30 seconds of time to move to next exercise
• Intensity (difficulty) of session may be increased by adding a set to each exercise, repeating entire
circuit, or by reducing recovery time between sets

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Grade Level:

CIRCUIT MODELS:

11

Teacher:

EXERCISE SEQUENCE

The exercises below have been chosen and put in sequences to provide examples of how circuits can be designed to
achieve specific goals. Body part trained or category of each exercise is given in parenthesis.
Recommend starting with 1-2 sets of 8-12 reps for each exercise, or repeat entire circuit twice. Upon completion of a set,
allow 15-20 seconds to move to next exercise. (Exercise have been selected from the entire Strength and Conditioning for
Youth menu.)
Total Body Circuit #1: Grouped Body Parts
Walking Lunge with MedBall (combo)
Step-up to Reverse Lunge (lower)
Lateral Lunge (lower)
Upright Row with Elas. Tube (upper)
Dips (upper)
V-up (core)
Seated Floor Rotations (core)
Speed Step-up (plyo)
1-Foot Hop over mark (plyo)
Squat with MedBall Press (combo)

Total Body Circuit #2: Alternating Body Parts
Lunge with MedBall Reach (combo)
Push-up (choice) (upper ext.)
1-Leg squat (lower)
Reverse Body Bar (core)
Progressive Jumps (plyo)
MedBall Bend, Row, Reach (combo)
Bent Row (upper flex)
Overhead Squat (lower)
Crunch on StaBall (core)
Box Jump-ups (plyo)

Circuit of Varying Planes of Movement
Chest Press (upper)
Lateral Lunge (lower)
Seated Floor Rotation (core)
Elas. Tube Pulldown (upper)
Reverse Lunge (lower)
Body Bar (core)
Shoulder Lateral Raise (upper)
Leg Curl (lower)
Back Extension on StaBall (core)
Seated Row with Elas. Tube (upper)

Combination Exercise Circuit
Walking Lunge with MedBall Chop
Crunch with MedBall Toss
Squat to Lateral Lunge
Push-up Walking over MedBall
Lunge with Reach
Sit-up with MedBall Press
Squat to Overhead Press
MedBall Bend, Row, Reach
Push Press
(all exercises train the entire body)

Circuits with No Implements
Squat (lower)
Push-up or Pull-up(upper)
Sit-up (core)
1-Leg Squat (lower)
Arm Bar (upper/core)
Split Squat (lower)
Push-up with Turn (upper)
Bicycle (core)
Reverse Lunge (lower)
1-Leg Dead Lift (core/lower)
Push-up Walking (upper)
Speed Crunch (core)

Balance Circuit
Super-Person on StaBall
1-Leg Squat on StaBall
Elastic Pulldown on StaBall
1-Leg Jumps
Push-up on StaBall
1-Leg 3 Touch
Supine Pullover on StaBall
Speed Step-ups
Push-up on MedBalls
1-Foot Hops over Implement
1-Leg Iso-Hold
Reverse Body Bar with 1-Leg Raise

Notes:
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Fitness Terms of the Day (* represents new concept):
*Station:
A group of exercises chosen for a specific training purpose.
*Station Circuit Training: Training by moving from exercise “station” to “station”. All the exercises in a
station are completed before moving to the next group, completion usually
occurring within a specified amount of time.

EMPHASIS OF TRAINING: STATIONS
General information about Station Training:
• Better suited for youth who have some knowledge and experience in strength training
• Design easily adjusted to provide relatively high physical demands and advanced challenges for
participants
• Training stations may be grouped to focus on a specific, or combination of, training
purpose(s)/outcome(s)
• Participants are given (and expected to take) greater responsibility for the completion of exercises
• Provides simple set-up and workout that is easily supervised and managed
Considerations for Design of Stations:
• Work with partners
• While one partner works, the other spots and recovers
• Clearly define the goals/purpose of the session and each station
• Determine equipment needs, and arrangement necessary to provide a safe and effective
training environment
• Provide clear instruction on training prescription; participants should know how many exercises
in each station, time allowed per station, and sets/reps requested per exercise.
For example; Creating a Station Circuit that may be completed in under 20 minutes:
4 stations with 3 exercises per station
2 sets of 8-12 reps per exercises
Working with partner, allow approximately 90 seconds for each exercise
Allow 15 seconds to switch stations
Total station circuit requires less than 20 minutes

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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STATION MODELS:

12

Teacher:

EXERCISE GROUPS AND SEQUENCE

The exercises below have been grouped and placed in sequence to demonstrate how Station Circuits may be designed
to achieve specific training goals.
Recommend: 1-2 sets of 8-12 reps per exercise; allowing 3-6 minutes at each station. (Exercise have been selected from
the entire Strength and Conditioning for Youth menu.)
TOTAL BODY STATION CIRCUIT #1

TOTAL BODY STATION CIRCUIT #2

Station 1:
Back Squat with Bar (lower)
Chest Press on StaBall (upper)
V-up (core)
Squat Jumps (plyo)

Station 1:
RDL Position (core)
Pull-up (upper flex)
Lunge (lower)

Station 2:
Split Squat (lower)
Push-up walking over MedBall (upper)
Crunch with Turn (core)
Split Squat Jumps (plyo)
Station 3:
Step-up (lower)
Low Bar Row (upper)
Back Extension on StaBall (core)
Speed Step-up (plyo)
Station 4:
1-Leg Squat (lower)
Standing Elastic Row (upper)
Reverse Body Bar (core)
Progressive Jumps (plyo)

Station 2:
Crunch on StaBall (core)
Dips (upper ext.)
Wall Squat with StaBall (lower)
Station 3:
Reverse Back Extension on StaBall (core)
Bent Row (upper flex)
Stationary Lunge (lower)
Station 4:
Sit-up with Twist (core)
Overhead Press (upper ext.)
Front Squat (lower)

THIS LESSON

CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE
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Teacher:

BALANCE STATION CIRCUIT

COMBINATION STATION CIRCUIT

Station 1: (Static Balance):
Body Bar
Step-up
Push-up
Squat

Station 1: (Exercises that Travel)
Walking Lateral Lunge
Walking Lunge with MedBall Twist
Progressive Jumps over Rope
Push-up walk

Station 2: (Dynamic Balance):
Body Bar on StaBall
Step-up to Reverse Lunge
Push-up on MedBall
Overhead Squat

Station 2: (Exercises that use Stability
Balls)
Supine Pullover on StaBall
Bicycle on StaBall
Super-person on StaBall
Reverse Body Bar 1-Leg on StaBall

Station 3: (Reactive Balance)
Crunch with MedBall Toss
Speed Step-up
Push-ups Walking over MedBall
Squat Jump

12

Station 3: (Exercises that use Medicine
Balls)
Medicine Ball Bend, Row, Reach
Lunge with Reach Using Medicine Ball
Crunch with MedBall Turn
Push-up on a MedBall
Station 4: (Plyometric Exercises)
2-Foot Jump and Land
Box Jump-ups
1-Foot Front to Back Hops over Mark
Split Squat Jumps
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BODY GROUPS STATION CIRCUIT
Station 1: (Upper Body Flexion)
Upright Row
Low Bar Row
Shrugs
Biceps Curl

BILATERAL, UNILATERAL, SINGLE
JOINT STATION CIRCUIT
Station 1: (Bilateral Exercises)
Squat
Push-up
Reverse Body Bar
Pull-up
2-foot Jump and Land

Station 2: (Lower Body)
Overhead Squat
1-Leg Squat
Reverse Lunge
Leg Curl
Station 3: (Upper Body Extension)
Overhead Press
Dips
Seated Chest Press with Elas. Tube
Triceps Extension
Station 4: (Core)
1-Leg Super-person
Sit-up Anchored
Reverse Body Bar
Crunch with Legs Elevated

12

Station 2: (Unilateral Exercises)
Step-up
Seated Elas. Tube alt. 1-Arm Row
Supine Elas. Tube alt. 1-Arm Chest Press
4-Point Super-person
1-Leg Lateral Hops over Mark
Station 3: (Single Joint Exercises)
Leg Curl
Front Shoulder Raise
Biceps Curl with Bar
Calf Raise
Triceps Pressdown with Elas. Tube

Notes:
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Major Muscle Groups
Anterior (Front) View

Pectorals

Deltoid

Abdominals

Biceps

Obliques

Hip Flexors

Hip Abductors
Quadriceps
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Major Muscle Groups
Posterior (Back) View

Deltoid

Trapezius

Rhomboids

Latissimus Dorsi

Triceps

Obliques

Erector Spinae

Gluteus

Hamstrings

Hip Adductors
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INCREASING THE DIFFICULTY OF EXERCISES WITH BALANCE IMPLEMENTS
Many of the exercises introduced in the Strength and Conditioning For Youth units can be made more
challenging by adding balance implements to movements.

Balance implements include:
• Stability balls
• Balance boards

• Flat bottom stability balls
• Wobble boards

• Balance discs, pads, and pillows
• Foam rollers

Examples of balance enhanced exercises:
PLAY VIDEO

1-Leg Squat on Flat
Bottom Stability Ball

PLAY VIDEO

Body Bar on
Balance Disc

PLAY VIDEO

Lunge to
Balance Disc

PLAY VIDEO

Medicine Ball Squat on
Flat Bottom Stability Ball

PLAY VIDEO

Medicine Ball Turn
on Stability Ball

PLAY VIDEO

Squat on
Balance Board

PLAY VIDEO

Push-up on Flat
Bottom Stability Ball

PLAY VIDEO

Leg Extension on
Stability Ball

PLAY VIDEO

Reverse Body Bar with
Leg Raise on Balance Disc

PLAY VIDEO

Overhead Squat on
Balance Board

PLAY VIDEO

Push-up on Balance Disc and
Flat Bottom Stability Ball
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SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT
This page describes resistance training equipment to be used in the instruction of INTERMEDIATE II Strength and
Conditioning lessons. The equipment recommended for purchase is readily accessible and relatively inexpensive.
However, in the case of limited budgets, suggestions are given for alternatives to purchasing training implements.
Suggested Equipment Purchase (including recommendations for size, type or weight):
1) Training Bars (lengths from 4-6 feet; weights 15 lbs. or less)
2) Resistance Tubing (Various degrees of resistance from very light to medium)
3) Step-up Boxes (Heights from 10-14 inches; 12 inches is optimal)
4) Medicine Balls (Various weights from 2 lbs to 8 lbs, or 1 kilo to 4 kilos; 4-6 lbs./2-3 kilos optimal)
5) Stability Balls (Various sizes and thickness may be purchased; 55-65 centimeters of burst resistant
brands optimal)
6) Agility Cones (heights from 4-12 inches)
Other possible purchases for creating even greater loads during exercise, thereby increasing exercise
intensity, include:
Dumbbells
Standard weight plates
Ankle weights
Other possibilities for purchasing items for creating unstable surfaces on which to perform exercises,
(another option for increasing intensity) include:
Balance Discs/Pillows
Balance Pads
Balance Boards
Wobble Boards
Flat Bottom Stability Balls
Foam Rolls
Suggestions for Alternatives to Equipment Purchase:
To find the following substitute equipment: examine old equipment, ask parents or students, or request donations or
reduced costs from local businesses or professional organizations.
1) Training Bars: Look in home or building supply stores for:
a. PVC pipe- cut to length; may be filled with sand or water, with ends capped, to add load. Approximately
5 feet length and 1 inch diameter suggested
b. Broom handles, electrical conduit cut to length, etc.
Or inquire at a welding/steel manufacturing company for:
c. 1” diameter round steel bars cut to length (5 foot length suggested, weighs approximately 3 lbs.per ft.)
2) Resistance Tubing: Check a local hospital or physical therapy clinic for the following inexpensive flexible
band type materials:
a. Elastic band
b. Surgical tubing
3) Step-up Boxes: Contact a contractor, carpenter, or lumber supply store for materials to:
a. Construct boxes of wood- plywood platform; plywood sides with interior support comprised of a wood
frame. Platform approximately 18-24 inches long x 18-24 inches wide with various heights (suggested: 814” high; 10-12” optimal)
Or use:
b. Chairs with a solid base or gym bleachers (12-14” or lower)
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SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT - CONT.
4) Medicine Balls - Consider current supplies and equipment to:
a. Use basketballs or soccer balls for the medicine ball activities. While these balls do not add a load, they
are sturdy enough for most of the skills and activities.
Or to create an implement that provides a load, collect:
b. Old playground balls, volleyballs, basketballs sliced, filled with sand, rice, or seed and sealed with tape
c. Rubber inner tubes, cut to length, filled with sand, rice or seed and ends sealed with tape
Or contact a local seamstress or fabric company for:
d. Synthetic or Canvas Bags- size made to order, filled with sand, rice or seed and sealed
5) Stability Balls - Again consider current supplies and equipment for:
a. Large gym balls
b. Durable beach balls
(Caution: these balls will not act as a substitute for any activity in which the ball must support bodyweight.)
6) Agility Cones
a. Substitute any implement 2-14 inches in height
7) Rope - (Cut to length)
a. Approximately 10 feet in length
b. Bright color for safety
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TESTING AND ASSESSMENT
Having students perform fitness tests before and after implementing the strength and conditioning program may help
evaluate and validate the use of such a program. While many physical education curriculums already have testing
protocol in place, the following menu provides ideas for alterations or additions to established routines. If testing is
used, it is suggested to test just after the instruction of exercises and again later in the year. The most meaningful data
will be in a comparison between beginning and end of the year assessments, providing skills are practiced throughout
the year.

Possible Choices for Strength/Fitness Testing
A. Lower Body
Squat (B.W.) for reps (lowering body to required position without an observable
break in proper technique)
Overhead or Stability Ball Squat for reps (as above)
Squat (Iso-Hold) timed
B. Upper Body
Push-up reps
Pull-up reps
Elastic Band Pulldown reps
C. Core Strength
Body or Arm Bar (Iso-hold) timed
Reverse Body Bar (Iso-hold) timed
D. Power
Vertical Jump
Long Jump
Lateral Jump (for distance)
Single Leg Jump (for distance)
Testing Protocol:
E. Speed/Quickness/Agility
The above mentioned tests have widely
acknowledged procedures for use. Using
10, 20, 40, 50, 100 yard or meter runs
the suggested instructional methods
Lateral Cone Hops (timed)
included in the lessons of this program
Pro-Agility Shuttle
may be of assistance in serving as a
T-Drill Agility Shuttle
guide to technique for some of the
F. Endurance
exercises chosen for testing. Web sites
and printed materials for additional
Mile run/walk
information regarding administering
1/4 or 1/2 mile run/walks
fitness tests are readily available.
Beep test
*Test record-keeping
template included.
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DAILY LESSON PLAN
Teacher:

Fitness Terms/Concepts of the Day

Review Exercise(s)

Emphasis of Training

New Exercises

Teaching Keys

Strength Training Workout

Notes:
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For Youth - INTERMEDIATE II
FITNESS WORKOUT LESSON
Teacher:

Fitness Terms of the Day

General Dynamic Warm-Up:

Today’s Workout
Order

Name of Exercise

Emphasis

Sets/Reps

Notes:
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